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A thing I came up with afetr hours of thinking about sonic heroes. Read if you have time to waste:my
opinion it not very well done: but still please read for my sanity.
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1 - Eggman needs a girlfriend

Hey lows!! Well anyway I don't own anything of the sonic stuff except for my characters. Ahead of time
since I didn't
put it on my picture does any of my characters remind anyone of anyone else `cause I swear Antwon
gets me somehow and i
can't put my finger on it please help. But let's begin:
~ Eggman's new lair place thing~
:pounding on table: "URGH!!!!!!!!" :throws stuff at tuby things consisting of
C0-2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,14, & 15:
"Why don't you stupid things work!! I've copied all of he's blueprints and only TWO work!!"
: door to left of the professor person opens:
:robot voice: "Sir I regret to inform you but C0-1 & C0-9's mission has failed miserably."
"GOD: BEEP: IT!!(Trying to stay away from cussing for no reason at all) Where are they now?!"
"They are in your office."
: walks to tube, smashes hand against glass, turns, and leaves for his office:
"E-(can't remember what number thingy he left off on) get the (name thing that destroys robots) ready."
"Yes sir.” :shuffles out:(he's like those people on old games where'd they walk funny)
~At office~
C0-9-"We are dead."
C0-1-"No: beep:"
C0-9-"Be nice!! Gawd, and I thought I was taking this badly."
C0-1-"How can't we take this badly WE'RE GONNA BE TRASH IN A FEW MIN-"
"YOU TWO!!"
C0-1-"Make that seconds."
:the Prof. takes a seat behind desk covered in blue paper.:
"OVER AND PVER YOU FAIL AT YOUR ASSIGNMENTS!! WHAT ARE WE TO DO WITH THIS?!
HMMMMMMMMMMM?!"
C0-9-"Please sir if only we could get another chance we have a VERY good reason for you do to so as
well."
"WELL?! WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR SPIT IT OUT!!"
C0-1-"Sir, we have located a (gawd need name for a new gems) in the south-west part of the (world?
continent? island?)."
"Very well. BUT only because the others have not awakened yet understood!!? And if you fail at this it
won't matter if a
C0 is awake I WILL SHREAD YOU WITH MY BARE HANDS!! UNDERSTOOD?!"
:both C0's:"Yes."
"Dismissed:"
:the two turn and leave:
~Hallway~
C0-9-"I'm not sure weather to hope for another C0 to wake and help us or to let them sleep and hope the
Dr. gets a girl-
friend."



C0-1-"I vote girlfriend, I don't need another head to watch after."
"ARE YOU DAYING I GET IN THE WAY?!"
"Yes, what about it?"
"WHAT ABOUT IT?! WHAT ABOUT IT?! OH YOU!!! I'LL-"
:bells go off:
C0-1-"Great another one."
C0-9-"WELL LET'S GO!!
:runs towards main lab:
~Main Lab~
V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V^V
I'll continue later death is upon me. Please comment weather good or bad!! And if you haven't noticed
my grammar SUX!! And apparently so does my typing/spelling.
THANK-YOU!!^^



2 - The Lintos Shard

HELLO'S'!!! Well, ummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm. To the story!!!! ^O^
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Still in the funny place~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"Open the capsule!! Hurry! I want to know if this one's trash now!!"
:enter C0-1&C0-9:
"Oh so you're here to see if your brethren are here? Good, you can assist the others, go, now!!"
:both:” Yes, Eggman."
:Levers are pulled, switches are thrown, and the capsule opens:
"C0-2, awaken and listen to my commands."
: buzzing sound:
“URGH!!!!!!”:smashes fist on control panel: "Another worthless piece of metal!!!"
:beeping: “Doctor, another Lintos shard has been found."
"You two, go get it along with the other one you detected."
"Yes."
"Of course."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~Over forest near beach~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"Let's get to work."
"Whatever."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~At the beach~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Amy: “SONIC!!!!”
Sonic: “NOT AGAIN!!!!!”
Rouge: “No matter how long I stay I will never get used to that.”
Knux: “Tell me about it.”
Tails & Cream: :giggling:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~In bushes~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Co-9: “I see the shard it’s in one of the pools.”
Co-1: “Wonderful.”
Co-9: “Well, what’s the plan?”
Co-1: “Do I have to think of everything?”
Co-9: “You never agree with my ideas so hurry, let’s not make “dear” old Eggman wait shall we?”
Co-1: “Fine you make a distraction and I’ll swoop in and get it before anyone sees us.”
Co-9: “Okay, I’ll go behind the cliff, make some rocks fall, and scream for “help” and then book it.
Which I’m guessing gives you enough time to get it, right Mr. “Ace-Flyer”?”
Co-1: “Whatever just make sure no one sees you, got it?”
Co-9: “Suits me fine, feather-boy.”
:Co-9 takes off and the plan goes into action:
~:rocks fall, she screams, and takes off. Sonic and the others rush toward the cliff and see nothing, but
to make sure Rogue and Knuckles go in to scope the area out. Meanwhile Co-1 flies in and snatches up
the shard, he turns and quickly flies off into the deepest part of the woods before anyone sees him.
~~~~~~~~~~~~Big tree in center of Forest~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
:Co-1 sees Co-9 running up towards him:
Co-1: “What took you so long?”
Co-9: “:glares: Shut-up before I turn you into orange duck.”



Co-1: “Did they see you?”
Co-9: “No.”
Co-1: “Fine then let’s go get the Lintos gem.”(Don’t ask about the name)
V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V
I’m done with this chapter. I’m gonna draw now I’ll add on later.
LURVS!!O^_^O
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